







































































































Basics on quantizations
1 Filteredquantizations

Setting A base field usuallyalgclosed
A comm've unital F algebra equipped w
Poisson bracket i.e Liebracket

Leibniz identity a be 61g is c a 63

algebragrading A É Ai
compatible via Ai Aj Aaj i.e degli D

Example 1 g Lie algebra A 51g
w standardgrading unique s t
xy xy A x

y Eg
Example 2 A Fly xny yn wgrading

by degree in y's standard bracket

P13 Effy2 21Fyi










































































































Example 2 This example generalizes
the previous one Let A be F xd the
algebra of regularfunctions on a smooth
affine variety Xo Let V Der AoAo the
A module of derivations A A geometrically
these are vector fields in I
Set A SadV FACT I w standard

grading I I on A st
fg o t.geA
3 f f A Je V teAo

3,23 Egy A3 yet
It comes from the standardsymplectic
form on T X

In Example 2 A F g xn X A

2g
Ex is a basis of theAomodule V



Now we proceed to quantizations

DefinitionsLet It be a unital assoc Falga
A TL algebrafiltration is collection
of vector subspaces Asics ie Tal
s t P ENse

Asi jetsitj t i jt D si
The associatedgradedalgebra
grst Of Isi Asi gradedalgebra
St is almost commutative ifgrst

is commutative equivalently AsiSte C

sitj
ti j In this case gr

acquires a Poisson bracket of deg 1
at Stein bt j

a 6 Hsig z

Exercise show this indeed a Poisson

3
bracket



Definition A filteredquantization of
A as above is apair Skc of

an almost commutative filteredalgebra
and

graded Poissonalgebra isomorphism
c A t

gr

We often omit c when it's clearfrom the
context

Exampled A Ug E ftp.yox yD
is a filtered quantization of
A S g tingly
Indeed since Tcg is agradedalgebra
there's a gradedalgebra epimorphism

q Tle g
r Ulol that factors through



I
Slog The resulting epimorphism Slg gray
is an isomorphism by the PBW Theorem
Exercise Check that S g tgr Vlog
intertwines the Poisson bracket

Example 2 Let A FCa xn.ge yn

iiggsi.ggIItgaegeo
known as the Weyl algebra Define a

filtrationby degree in 2 s

As Span x 4927 2 I bit 16ns i

Similarly to the previous example there is

gradedalgebra epimorphism A t.gr
It's Poisson

Exercise Show that c is an isomorphism



by checking that the monomials
Xi Xin2 2nd are linearly independent

In order to dothis consider the case
when char F so and construct arepresentationof St in FEx xD showing that the

images of the monomials are linearly
independent

When char I O treat the case of
TL insteadof A first base change

Example 2 Let A Vto be as in the

previous instance of this example
Consider

the associative algebra D x of linear
differential operators on Xo By definition
it's generated by the algebra A and left

e module V meaning that we aregetting



algebra homomorphism Ae Dl a left
Amodule homomorphism V D x with the
following additional relations

37 73 3 f zev fed
52 23 5,23 3KEV

Consider the filtration on H D xd by
degrees in V Then

gr D x is a

commutativealgebra with Sati t.gr Dad
a homomorphism ofgradedPoisson algebras
Then C is an isomorphism Here is a

scheme ofproof
The case of X A we recover

Example 2

For an et ale morphism Y TX ofsmooth
affine varieties we have a filteredalgebra

A structure on FCY3 p.y D x a



filtered algebra isomorphism
FCY Egg D x ID y So if

the claim that i is an isomorphism holds

for X then it's also an isomorphism for Y

Every smooth variety can be covered

by coordinate charts openaffine sub
varieties that admit etale morphisms to
affine spaces
This finishes theproof that

c FCT N I gr D x
Hence D x is

a filteredquantizationof F It x

Let us elaborate on the terminology

Exercise The actions of A on itselfby

a multiplication K of V via ve





h is not a zero divisor in Sf
Sy is complete separated in

t adic topology equivalently the natural
homomorphism St limn Sf hasty
an isomorphism

CA sticks
C Pplhttp A is an algebra

isomorphism St

f a 63 Ca 461 Habest

We are notgoing togive separate
examples of formal quantizations
Rather we'll explain how topassfrom
filteredquantizations to formal ones
Let A be a K gradedPoisson algebra
A Hostsi be its filteredquantization



Definition Let UH i be a K filtered

algebra The Rees algebra ofH
R A is defined as the subspace

Is it c htt
Exercise Show that Rp154 is agraded
subalgebra in Act
Construct natural isomorphisms

R1st t gr H R A let n St
Then we can form the completion R A
in the t adic topology
Rist Cim Rist thRy A
Note that if is I filtered then

Rt 154 1 staticstats
Exercise Suppose St is a filteredquantizationof A then RI A is a formal

Jp quantization



Example Let 54 Ulog Then R A

tagged.pe stt gy gt.p
Under certain conditions we can alsogo
backgetting a filteredquantization from
a formal one

Definition Suppose A is E graded By a
grading on If we mean an action of f on Ig
by F algebra automorphisms s t

th th t te
The action of F on Stalling comes

from an algebra grading equivalently is

rational

I
The isomorphism C A Athist isgraded



Note that Rp A has a naturalgrading
the corresponding F Iaction is extendedfrom
the action of Ry A coming from thegrading
Now suppose we have a formalquantization

Sf with agrading By its finitepart we
mean the subspace ofSty consisting of all
elements that lie in a finite dimensional
5 Istable subspace Denote it by It fin

Example For HE F Chill we have
Ahfin ACK
Exercise ftp.n is a FCK subalgebra
of Sf It's stable and the actionof
5 is rationalgiving rise to agrading

Set AtAn h 1 Itfin andequip
Hit with a filtration inducedfrom agrading



Show that St is a filteredquantizationofA

Finally show that the assignments
A Rp A 4 At.fm th 1Atfin

define mutually inverse bijections between
the filteredquantizations andformal
quantizations equippedwith agrading

Rem The definition of agrading on a
formal quantization works even if we

only have a TLgrading on A not a 74
grading We still have a bijection between

filtered gradedformalquantizations
But we need to modify the definition of
the former by requiring that we have a

TL filtration on St and that filtration

I
is complete separated meaning



St I lit Sts n

3 Quantizations of schemes
We will also be interested in a more

general setting ofquantizing moregeneral
schemes the case of algebras

corresponds to affine schemes Here is a

special case
Example Let X be a smooth variety
Set X T Xo This is a symplecticalgebraicvariety so its structure sheaf

acquires a Poisson bracket Note that an

open affine cover A YAigives rise to
an open affine

covert X Y Xi where
X's T Xi The Poisson bracket on Ox is

Ty glued from
the brackets on FCXi



Let it X TH X denote the

projection Then 049 is a sheetof
greded Poisson algebras on X It has
a filteredquantization the sheetDx
of linear differential operators

In general we are interested in a

Poisson scheme X Poisson means that
the structure sheat Ox is equippedwith a

Poisson bracket for example every
algebraic symplectic variety is

Poisson

The easiest thing to define is a formal

quantization of X ie at Ox Thisjust
repeats the definition of a formalquantizationof a Poisson algebra where all

of algebras are replacedwith sheaves We



would like to emphasize that a formal
quantization Da of X is NOT a quasi
coherent sheaf on X indeed it's not even
a sheaf of Oxmodules Agoodway to
think about Dp is that it's gluedfrom
formal quantizations of open affine subschemes
In the case when X comes with a
compatible E action meaning that
i gets recalled by the character

te t we can define agrading on a

quantization just as before wejustneed
to define a rational E action on

Dfl ti Dy The easiest situation is when
I can be covered by Q stable openaffine
subvarieties X YXi This isalways the

case when X isnormal Here we say that



the E action on Dp ti Dp is rational if
the actions on T X DattDp are rational

Then one can talk about filteredquantizations of X at least when X can be
covered by A stable open affines the

procedure ofgoing from a formal
quantizationwith a grading to a filteredone

repeats that forquantizations ofalgebras
We will not needthis we will be

interested in the case of char F so where

interesting filtered quantizations of X
are coherent sheaves on a related scheme

X

M


